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Abstract. Recently, Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model has
taken place as a promising alternative to the conventional access control models, MAC and DAC. RBAC is more general than those traditional models as was shown by Osborn et al. [17], however, mapping
a role based system to a valid MAC configuration is not always possible because certain combinations of permissions that are included in a
role’s effective privileges may cause information flow. Given a role-based
graph where role’s permissions refer to labeled data objects, Osborn et
al. showed how to find conflicts that are resulted from information flow,
but they have not suggested a solution for these conflicts and they have
not handled user-role assignments, for the solved scheme. In this paper,
we assume a more general model of permissions conflicts than MAC. We
introduce an algorithm that handles information flow conflicts in a given
role-based graph, corrects the Role-based graph if needed, and proposes
a consistent users-roles assignment. As RBAC and information flow are
becoming extremely important in Web based information systems, this
algorithm becomes very relevant.
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Introduction

The RBAC (Role Based Access Control) model [21] has taken place, for several
years now, as an alternative to the MAC (Mandatory Access Control) and DAC
(Discretionary Access Control) models, as RBAC simplifies the access control
management of complex systems, which contain large number of users, objects
and applications [10], [17], [19].
According to MAC method, which is more relevant for our discussion – system elements such as data objects, users and sessions are labeled with security
labels. The MAC (or LBAC) model can be represented by a lattice of security
labels in which information flow is permitted in one direction only – from a
low level to a high level [19]. RBAC is more general than the traditional access
methods since it can be configured to enforce both MAC and DAC [17], [19].
Recently RBAC has become an important component of many Web systems and
various standards specifying it have appeared [8].

An RBAC system can be illustrated as a hierarchial role-based graph, which
is composed of a vertex set and an edge set. A vertex indicates a role, which
contains certain privileges. An edge connects a role with its direct ancestor.
Privileges of a role are of two kinds: direct privileges – privileges which are
explicitly assigned to this role, and effective privileges – which include the role’s
direct privileges and the inherited effective privileges of all its juniors [15], see
Fig. 1.
R1 ru, rs, ws,
wts

R2 ru, rs, ws
R3 ru, wu

R4 ru
Fig. 1: A role-based graph including roles privileges. Direct privileges are marked by
italics.

Conflict of interest must be considered while dealing with security. Several
kinds of conflicts have been defined and discussed for the role-based graph model
[15], of those, role-role conflict and privilege-privilege conflict, are the most relevant here. However, existing algorithms, which support role graph administration, do not try to solve such conflicts. For example, the PrivilegeAddition
algorithm execution in [15], [10] aborts when such conflict is detected.
The problem of mapping a given role based system to a valid MAC configuration, was introduced in [17]. Given a role-based graph in which any role contains
permissions to data objects that are labeled with security labels, Osborn et al.
pointed at conflicts that are resulted from information flow, but they did not
suggest any solution for these conflicts. In this paper we handle role-based graph
conflicts from the following aspects:
– We address a more general model of information flow and permission conflicts
then just MAC.
– We present an algorithm for detecting conflicts in a role-based graph and
correcting them by creating new roles or assigning some of the conflicting
permissions to existing roles. We then suggest a valid user-role assignment
to the corrected graph. This algorithm is also very useful for Role-based
administration.
– The resolution of conflicts is based on partitioning the permission-set to
canonical groups that do not contain conflicts. Such partition raises interesting theoretical issues, which are also discussed.

The above are the main contributions of this paper. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work and reviews Osborn’s
work on information flow conflicts for the role-graph model. Section 3 focuses on
role-based graph conflicts. We define several constraints, which are more general
than those, which have been defined for the MAC model, and we introduce our
role-graph consistency verification and correction algorithm. This is followed by
a discussion of theoretical issues, which relate to constructing a partition of the
role-graph to non-conflicting collections. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss possible
applications and future work.

2

Related Work

The Role-based model was introduced first by Sandhu et al. [21] and was followed
by many papers and standards [1], [11], [19], [20], [8]. An important area in
RBAC research is assigning users to roles under various constraints. This was
addressed in [4], [12]. Information flow models started with the Bell/Lapadulla
model and the MAC methodology, and was followed by work in other directions,
such as information flow in object-oriented databases [18], and information flow
in distributed systems [14]. The latter works are relevant here, because one can
derive from those models sets of permissions, which are in conflict for information
flow reasons, and if one assigns such permissions to roles, it will get a role-graph
model with possible conflicts. Our work mostly relates to Osborn’s work, which
investigated several aspects of the RBAC model, using the role-graph model.
The role-graph model is discussed in [1], [2], [15], [16], [19]. In [17] Osborn et
al. show the power of RBAC by configuring RBAC to enforce Mandatory and
Discretionary Access control policies. Conflicts of interest and their reflection in
a role-based graph are demonstrated in [15]. Role and permission administration
for the role graph model are described in [10], [15], [23]. In the next section we
briefly review those aspects of Osborn et al. work, which are most relevant to
the issues we focus on in this paper.
2.1

Osborn’s previous model

Mapping role hierarchies to LBAC. LBAC (Lattice Based Access Control)
model uses labels to enforce multilevel security. The allowable paths of information flow in an LBAC system, are defined by Mandatory access rules as follows,
where λ is the security label of the specified entity:
Definition 1. Simple Security Property: Subject s can read object o only if
λ(s) ≥ λ(o)
Definition 2. Liberal (Strict)* Property: Subject s can write object o only
if λ(s) ≤ (=)λ(o)
In [17] Osborn et al. show how RBAC can be configured to enforce MAC policy. Nevertheless, the structure of role hierarchies that do map to valid LBAC

configuration is greatly restricted since several permissions combinations that
belong to a role’s effective permission-set may cause information flow when assigning the role to a user. Figure 2 illustrates a role-based system, where a role
contains permissions to data objects that are labeled with security labels (e.g. rs
mean “read secret”). All of the roles except the role labeled R7 can be assigned
to users without causing any information flow conflict (for example, the roles
labeled R1 and R4 can be assigned to unclassified users and the roles labeled
R3 and R6 can be assigned to secret users.) Making an assignment of the role
labeled R7 to any user is not possible without violating either the Simple Security Property or the Liberal*-Property. Thus, the effective permission-set of R7
is not valid because it can’t be assigned to any user without causing information
flow.
R7 ru, rs, rts,
ws, wts
R5 ws, wts

R6 ru, rs
ws, wts

R3 ru, rs, ws
R4 ru, ws

R2 ws

R1 ru

Fig. 2: A role-based graph, which includes a role (R7) that can’t be assigned to any
user, since it contains an illegal effective permission set.

Osborn introduces two more definitions to capture the maximum read level and
the minimum write level (if exists) of objects in a role as follows:
Definition 3. The r-level of a role R (denoted r-level(R))
r-level(r) is the least upper bound (lub) of the security levels of the objects o for
which (o, r) is in the permissions of R.
Definition 4. The w-level of a role R (denoted w-level(R))
w-level(R) is the greatest lower bound (glb) of the security levels of the objects o
for which (o, w) is in the permissions of R, if such a glb exists. If the glb does
not exist, w-level is undefined.
Using Definitions 3-4, Osborn defines the following constraint on user/role
assignments UA:
Constraint on UA:
(for every(u, R)that belongs to U A[λ(u) ≥ r-level(R)])
(for every(u, R)that belongs to U A[λ(u) ≤ w-level(R)])

Conflicting permissions and conflicting roles. As was illustrated in Fig. 2,
the pair (rts, ws) creates a permission-permission conflict. It obviously violates
the constraint above and it means that the two permissions must not appear
together. This example demonstrates an information flow conflict but there can
be other kinds of conflicts among permissions such as Object-based separation
of duty, or existence of both positive and negative authorizations on the same
object. The current paper is focused on information flow conflicts. Nevertheless
the presented algorithm is general enough to be used on any kind of permissionpermission conflicts.
The basic constraint for conflicting permissions states that no role’s effective
permission-set may contain two permissions, which have been defined to be in
conflict. When such a role is discovered it should be modified into one or more
consistent roles. This modification is discussed later in the current paper.
Conflicting roles demand even tighter restrictions: If two roles are declared
to be in a Role-role conflict, then a user authorized to one of the roles, must not
be authorized to any of the permissions of the other role. As role-role conflicts
apply great limitations on user-role assignments, they induce organizing graph’s
roles into collections of roles that can be assigned together. Nyanchama and
Osborn [15] developed the following technique for partitioning the graph’s roles
to non-conflicting role collections, using a role-role Matrix C, which describes
pairs of conflicting roles. For any two roles ri , rj that have been defined to
conflict – ci,j is set to 1. Next, the dual matrix of C (in which 1’s are substituted
for 0’s vise versa) represents pairs of roles that can be assigned together. The
dual matrix is represented by a graph and the cliques in this graph correspond
to set of roles, which can be assigned together.
Role graph administration. Algorithms for manipulating role-based graph
are also described in [15]. Graph administration includes role addition, role deletion, permission addition and deletion and edge insertion and deletion. Revised
algorithms, which improve the original addition algorithms, are introduced in
[10]. While the previous algorithms assume that when a permission p is added
to a role, all permissions that might be implied by p are presented in the role
automatically, the late addition algorithms actually add those permissions. The
role-graph manipulating algorithms that are introduced in [15] and [10] only
detect conflicting permissions and roles. The resolving of such conflicts is not
dealt with. In case that a permission addition creates a conflict, the permission
addition is not performed [10] or the algorithm execution abort [15].

3
3.1

Resolving role-based graph conflicts – our approach
Assignments Validation constraints for the MAC model

We first rewrite Osborn constraints in a slightly more general way, by using the
concept of effective permissions.

effective permissions - the set of permissions assigned directly or inherited
via the role-hierarchy.
Valid effective permission-role constraint: Effective permission set which
is assigned to role r is valid only if: r-level(r) ≤ w-level(r).
Valid user-role assignment constraint: A valid role r can be assigned to
user u only if: λ(u) = r-level(r).
The Valid user-role assignment constraint satisfies MAC rules, since the minimal write level of objects in a valid role r, is greater than the maximal read
level of objects in r, as the Valid effective permission set for a role r constraint
assures. Therefore, no information flow occurs while using these assignments
constraints. Next we discuss a more general model for permission information
flow conflicts.
3.2

Assignments Validation constraints – Extended model

The model that has been described above is based on the MAC rules, which
explicitly determine allowable paths of information flow. In this section we use
more general definitions for conflict of interest that may cause information flow.
For example Myer’s model [14] refers to a system that includes two sets of
objects, one that contains objects to which a read operation is defined and
the second set contains objects to which a write operation is defined. It also
supports multiple independent policies on the same object. The model defines
the conditions under which a write operation can be performed on a certain
object. When such operations are not allowed then a permission conflict can
be defined. Our extended model below can then apply also to Myer’s [14] or
Samarati et al.[18] models. In the following definitions of the extended model,
we use Read and Write operations, but in fact we could have used any conflicting
permissions as explained above. Also, in the rest of the discussion we assume the
hierarchical model of roles, where a role inherits all permissions of the roles below
it.
Extended model Definitions:
– r-set is a set of objects for which a read permission is defined.
– r-set(R) contains all the read permissions that are assigned to a role R,
where r-set(R) ⊆ r-set.
– w-set is a set of objects for which a write permission is defined.
– w-set(R) contains the write permissions that are assigned to a role R, where
w-set(R) ⊆ w-set.
– c-set(R) is a set of conflicting permissions pairs of the form (ri , wj ) that
can’t exist together in a role R, where ri ∈ r-set and wj ∈ w-set.
– R-set is the set of roles.
– R-set(u) contains the roles that are assigned to a user u, where R-set(u) ⊆
R-set.
Based on the extended model definitions, we can determine the following assignments constraints:

Valid permission set for a role R constraint – extended model:
Permission set which is assigned to a role R is valid only if
for any ri ∈ r-set(R), wj ∈ w-set(R)
(ri , wj ) 6∈ c-set(R)
Valid user-role assignment constraint – extended model:
A valid role R can be assigned to a user u only if
for any ri ∈ r-set(R), wj ∈ w-set(R)
for any Rk ∈ R-set(u) /* already assigned set of roles */
for any rm ∈ r-set(Rk ), wn ∈ w-set(Rk )
(ri , wn ) 6∈ c-set(R) ∪ c-set(Rk )
(rm , wj ) 6∈ c-set(R) ∪ c-set(Rk )
We like to show now that the above constraints will prevent information flow in
the general case. Assume there is information flow from object X to object Y .
Then there must be a sequence of permissions:
P1 (X1 = X), P2 (X2 ), . . . Pn (Xn = Y )
that caused this information flow. In this sequence there must be two permissions
in conflict, otherwise there wouldn’t be such a flow (proof by induction). Now if
these two permissions are assigned to the same role, or to two roles assigned to
the same user, the constraint above will detect it, and prevent such assignment.
Therefore no information flow is possible. Next we present an algorithm to check
the above constraints.
3.3

Role graph Consistency Verification Algorithm

In this section we introduce our resolution, which refers to the model that was
described above. It shall be noticed that external regulations as administrative
constrains, must be considered before operating the algorithm since such constraints might change the graph’s initial configuration.
The purpose of our algorithm is twofold. The first is to check the validity of
a given role graph and correct it if needed. The second is to find a valid userrole assignment to the corrected role graph. The algorithm is divided into the
following phases:
a. Creating a consistent graph
Based on the extended model definitions, the algorithm checks every role’s effective permission set for validity, while performing a recursive top-down walk on
the role graph G. The algorithm’s output is G0 , the corrected role-based graph.
The algorithm first phase is presented in Alg. 1
Since the algorithm descends the graph top-down, it assures that when a role
is consistent (or resolved to be consistent), all its sons are already consistent.
Therefore, the role-based graph which is output by this algorithm is consistent.
b. Handling user-role assignments The algorithm’s second phase handles
user assignments to the corrected role graph, and is shown in Alg. 2. This algorithm is very similar to the algorithm presented in [15], except that it accepts as
input the already modified role-based graph generated by Alg. 1. and in the last

Algorithm 1 Role graph consistency verification algorithm
Input G(N, →) a role-based graph possibly containing information flow conflicts.
Output G0 (N, →) a role graph based on G, which does not include any information
flow conflict.
Method Resolving permission assignment conflicts
1: copy G to G0
2: for every connected component of G0 do
3:
for every root of component of G0 do
4:
if root is consistent then exit
5:
for every son of root do
6:
perform a recursive Depth-first walk, in which:
7:
for every role R do
8:
for every ri , wj where ri ∈ r-set(R) , wj ∈ w-set(R) do
9:
if (ri , wj ) ∈ c-set(R) then
10:
create the canonical groups for R effective permission set
11:
for every canonical group cg do
12:
combine cg permissions to an existing role or create a new role
13:
for cg or for a part of it, according to the system’s policy
14: Phase b

step it may handle additional user-user constraints as follows. At the last step
one may assign users to the found cliques or to subsets of them. However, when
individual users are assigned, additional user-user constraints such as separation
of duty constraints may be present. A general scheme for user-role assignment
with general constraints was presented in [12] using the techniques of Constraint
processing (CSP). This technique is very powerful for solving various types of
constraints and can works also in the distributed case as was shown in [13].
Next we discuss in detail the correction of inconsistent roles.
The problem of correcting Role inconsistency. Once we find an inconsistent role, we are faced with the problem of correcting it, and create a valid
new and consistent role graph. There may be several approaches to solving this
problem, And we discuss two of them here.
The first approach tries to locate the permissions, which are most ”problematic”, and remove them from the checked role. If we represent the permissions and
the conflicts between them as a graph, we like to find minimal set of permissions
that will remove all conflicts. This problem is equivalent to the Vertex-Cover
problem and is known to be NP-hard [7]. For any permission removed from the
checked role, we should first check if it already exists in another role, and only if
it does not exist, we should create a new role for it. This new role may contain
the removed permission plus all consistent permissions with it, which were in
the checked role. The problem with this approach is that it tends to split the
original permissions to too many groups.
Another approach uses the concept of canonical groups. A canonical group
is a maximal set of permissions with no conflict in it. The problem of finding

Algorithm 2 Handling user assignments to the consistent graph
Input G0 (N, →) a role graph based on G, which does not include any information flow
conflict.
Output Legal user-role assignments.
Phase1 Performing a search for conflicting permissions that are assigned to separate roles and representing the conflicts by a graph
1: for every two roles Ri , Rj such that there exist permissions p1 in Ri and p2 in Rj
that are in conflict do
2:
add the edge (Ri , Rj ) to the role conflict graph GC.
Phase2 Constructing GC’ – GC graph complement and Getting potentially legal
user-role assignments
3: for every couple of roles Ri , Rj which appear in the role-based graph G0 : do
4:
if the edge (Ri , Rj ) does not appear in GC then
5:
add (Ri , Rj ) to GC 0 .
6: find all the cliques in graph GC 0 .
. Get legal user-role assignments
Phase3 Perform the actual user-role assignment considering all constraints

canonical groups is discussed in Section 3.4. For now we assume that the permission set was divided into a set of canonical groups. Then we suggest the following
heuristics: When an inconsistent role R is found, the graph correction has to be
performed using the algorithm: Resolve Using Canonical Groups
Resolve Using Canonical Groups For every canonical group cg, which includes permissions that have to be removed from the effective permission set of
R:
1. In case that there is not any role to which the permissions that are included
in cg are assigned – create a new role RN and assign cg permissions to it.
RN will be put above the role that contains the maximal subset of cg, in the
role hierarchy.
2. In case that the role graph contains already a consistent role R 0 to which cg
permissions are assigned:
(a) If R0 does not contain any permission except cg permissions – there is
no need to perform any change.
(b) In case that R0 – to which cg permissions are assigned, contains additional permissions – the decision whether a creation of a new role for cg
permissions is needed – is depended on the system designer policy.
3. In case that the role graph contains a consistent role R 00 to which only a
part of cg permissions are assigned – create a new role, RN , for those cg
permissions that are not included in R00 . In case R00 contains only permissions
which are in cg, put RN above R00 in the role hierarchy, otherwise perform
step 2b above.
In any case: Delete cg permissions from the original role’s permission set.
Theorem 1. The two algorithms, the verification and the resolving algorithms
result with a consistent role-based graph.

The proof uses mathematical induction and is omitted here for space reasons.
Note that the heuristics above is not necessarily “optimal”. One may define
optimal by the following criteria: Find a division of the permission set of the
checked role, such that the total number of changes (including role addition,
permission addition and permission deletion) is minimized. We are still investigating this problem. The other issue is what we called ”system policy”. it is
possible that an organization will have some policy constraints regarding the
composition of roles and the hierarchy of roles, e.g. a specific branch of a hierarchy should not be modified. Such constraints should be taken into account
when we assign the cannonical groups to roles or create new roles. We plan to
investigate this issue too in the future.

Figures 3a, 3b illustrate the algorithm’s operation on a given inconsistent
role based graph G. Note that for this example, we assumed that R1 is the only
inconsistent role in the graph, therefore the canonical groups can be assigned to
existing roles without checking those role’s permission sets for consistency. As
explained earlier, the general algorithm can handle multiple inconsistent roles.
Figure 4a shows the resultant role-conflicts graph and Fig. 4b shows the resultant dual graph GC 0 and the resulting conflict-free cliques. Finally, as discussed
earlier, the actual user/role assignment may be performed using the methods
presented in [12].

R7 ru, rs
rts, wts

R6 ru, rs, rts

R1 ru, rs, rts
ws, wts

R6 ru, rs, rts

R5 ru, rs

R2 ru, rs, ws

R5 ru, rs

R1 ru, rs,
ws, wts

R2 ru, rs, ws

R3 ru, wu

R4 ru
(a) Inconsistent Graph G. The role labeled R1
contains an inconsistent permission-set

R3 ru, wu

R4 ru

(b)

Consistent Graph G0 . R1 permissionset is divided into two canonical groups:
{ru, rs, ws, wts}, which remains in R1 and
{ru, rs, rts, wts}, which demands the creation of a new role – R7

Fig. 3: Resolving information flow conflicts in a role based graph

ru, rs, ws, wts
R1

R6 ru, rs, rts
ru, rs, rts, wts
R7

ru
R4

ru, rs, ws
R2

R5 ru, rs
(a)

R3 ru, wu

GC - the conflicting-roles graph which is derived of G0

ru, rs, ws, wts
R1

R6 ru, rs, rts
ru, rs, rts, wts
R7

ru
R4

ru, rs, ws
R2

R5
ru, rs
(b)

R3
ru, wu

GC 0 - the dual non-conflicting-roles graph

G1 : {R1 , R2 , R4 , R5 }
G2 : {R3 , R4 }
G3 : {R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 }
Fig. 4: Finding conflict-free cliques for user-role assignment.

3.4

The problem of finding canonical groups

The problematic permission-set which is assigned to the role labeled R7 in Fig.
2, can be divided into non-conflicting groups in several ways, as it is illustrated
in Table 1. One possible division is to include the read permissions in one group
and the write permissions into another group, as is shown in line 1 of the table. An alternative resolution is to partition the permissions set into canonical
groups. Canonical groups are defined to be maximal groups of non-conflicting
elements, as is demonstrated in the second line of Table 1. In this case first the
two conflicting permissions are divided between the two groups, and then the
rest of the permissions can be assigned to both of the groups.

ru, rs, rts, ws, wts
1. ru, rs, rts / ws, wts
2. rts, ru, rs, wts / ws, ru, rs, wts
Table 1: Two optional divisions for the inconsistent permission set (ru, rs, rts, ws, wts)
to non-conflicting groups .

Obviously, not all resolutions can be satisfied by forming only two cannonical
groups, but one is usually interested in minimizing the number of such groups
in order to minimize the required changes to the role-graph.
The problem of dividing a permission set into a minimal number canonical
groups is similar to the problem of finding cliques in an undirected graph. A
clique of a graph is a maximal complete sub-graph. Covering vertices by cliques
(Vertex Clique Cover or Clique Partition), is an NP-complete problem
[7], [22], and is also equivalent to the Graph Coloring problem: A graph has a
vertex clique cover of size k iff its complement graph can be colored with k colors
such that adjacent vertices have different colors [7]. Finding a minimal coloring
can be done using brute-force search [6], [22], [24], but more efficient algorithms
exist for some special cases. The four-color theorem establishes that all planar
graphs (graphs that can be drawn in a plane without graph edges crossing) are
4-colorable [22].
Two-colorable graphs are exactly bipartite graphs. A bipartite graph is a set of
graph vertices decomposed into two disjoint sets such that no two graph vertices
within the same set are adjacent. A bipartite graph is a special case of a k-partite
graph with k = 2. A graph is bipartite iff all its cycles are of even length [22].
To determine if a graph G = (V, E) is bipartite, we perform a BFS search on it
with a little modification, whose run time is O(V + E) [7].
A related problem is covering the edges of a graph with a minimum number
of cliques, which is known as the Clique Cover problem, and is also an NPcomplete problem. For Clique Cover there is a solving algorithm, which is
polynomial time heuristic from the 1970’s. Gramm et al. present an improved
version for this heuristic, using data reduction techniques, in [9].
In practice, it may very well be that two cannonical groups will be sufficient
for resolving the inconsistency. So it will be worthwhile first to check if the graph
is bi-partite, before attempting to use the more complex algorithms for finding
more than two cannonical groups.
Note that the second algorithm, the user-role assignment also requires finding cliques, so similar theoretical problems arise. Finally, the actual user-role
assignment under user-user constraints also present some theoretical questions,
some of them are NP hard and some are polynomial and can be reduced to a
network-flow problem. This is discussed in detail in [13].

3.5

Extending administration algorithms

Nyanchama and Osborn’s basic algorithms for adding a permission to a role and
for adding a role to the role based graph [15], contain the following lines for
conflict of interest detection which checks any role that belongs to the graph’s
roles, after making the addition:
If effective(r) contains a pair of privileges which is in p-conflicts then abort.
Our solution in this case is to perform the Role graph consistency verification
algorithm, which checks any role for consistency and makes graph corrections
using the algorithms discussed above. Note that the organization (system) policies may be different when a permission is added to a role, or when a role is
added to a hierarchy and these should be taken into account.

4

Discussion and future work

The algorithms above can be useful in several applications and also raise several
outstanding issues. These issues and future research are discussed in this section.
1. User-role assignment and delegation. As was discussed above the role
hierarchy does not limit user-role assignments only to roles along the same
hierarchy. However, if we allow delegation of roles from one user to another,
the problem becomes more difficult. Such delegation requires running the
verification algorithm for each such delegation, which may create considerable overhead. One possible restriction is to allow delegation only along the
role hierarchy. Obviously, if a user of role Ri delegates to a user with role Rj
where Ri < Rj then no role conflict will occur, since originally the graph is
consistent and role Ri has inherited all permissions of Rj . Therefore, if users
are assigned to roles only along a single hierarchy, delegation will be consistent and no verification will be needed (except for constraints such as SOD).
Otherwise, the algorithm needs to be executed for each such delegation.
2. Dynamic user-role assignment. The restrictions above on static role assignment (i.e. assigning users only conflict-free cliques) may put heavy restriction on a real life system. Similar to the MAC policy, if we enforce the
static * property, then an employee who has a top-secret job cannot write an
email to his wife who has a confidential level. The water-mark policy used in
MAC systems can be used here. Thus, roles can be assigned dynamically to
an application based on its dynamic needs, and therefore role conflicts must
be checked dynamically. Furthermore, the application may require a temporary assignment of hierarchy between roles. In that case, the verification
algorithm will need to be executed as well. Note that even in the dynamic
case, to detect the conflicts one does not need to create a log of the operations performed. If we extend the “water-mark” idea to permissions and
allow assignment of conflicting roles to the same user, then we just need to
create a log of permissions and make sure no conflicting permissions were
assigned.

3. Distributed systems. The algorithm can be also used in distributed systems. For example, a system composed of two sub-systems, anyone of them
contains data-base and files. Suppose that a user gets access to sub-system1,
by assigning him to a role R that belongs to sub-system1’s roles. In case
that the user is also assigned to certain roles in sub-ststem2, the system has
to check whether the new permissions he gets are not conflicting with his
sub-system2’s permissions. This check and the corrections that follow it are
made using the Role graph consistency verification algorithm.
4. Integrating multi-domains. The problem of integrating the security requirements of multiple domains is a serious problem in our cooperative business world (see [3], [5]). The integration of such multiple domains requires
the mapping of two separate role hierarchies into a single hierarchy. Such
integration will require an algorithm, which is basically a generalization of
the single verification and correction algorithm shown here and is a topic of
future research
5. The problem of optimal correction. As was demonstrated in Section 3,
there may be several policies to correct an inconsistency in role definition.
The criteria of optimality, is not very obvious, and both the criteria and the
algorithm required to satisfy it are a subject for future research. Related to
that is the issue of satisfying system policy and organization constraints.
6. Other kinds of permission-permission conflicts. Although our model
can be implemented on any kind of permission-permission conflicts, it refers
mostly to information flow conflicts. Solving other kinds of permission-permission
conflicts may force different criteria for division to canonical groups than has
been introduced here. This is also a topic for future work.
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